SPONSORSHIP

OVERVIEW
In 2018, Jenni Hendrix started writing a book about her trials, tribulations and
triumphs as an entrepreneur in a guided form to help others launch their
businesses. In writing the book, she found her motivation through polls,
research, and inquiries from women, especially, with grandiose ideas that
were going nowhere. She wanted to bring the aspects of the book to life.
She wanted the workshops to launch business, the speakers to ignite the
passion in the belly of like-minded individuals, and for the community of those
with the Will 2 Win to be built. Being from the home of innovators, Detroit, she
knew there was no better place to begin the movement #Will2Win.

WHY WE ARE DIFFERENT
The Will 2 Win conference is the level up from your current state in business.
It is your dreams manifesting into reality with practical steps to walk into
your destiny. The Will 2 Win process is simple and easy: Vision, Design,
Implementation! Everything from expanding the capacity of your dreams
through the pitching to investors and successful launch of your business is
covered in detail by some of the most incredibly motivating people of 5
main industries: Beauty and Fashion, Entertainment and Sports, Health and
Fitness, Real Estate and Investments, and Entrepreneurship in general.

BENEFITS OF SPONSORING
Will 2 Win Conference provides a great opportunity for your
company to be highlighted on a national stage, establish
sustainable connections with multiple fortune 500 companies
at once, and tap into the pool of up-and-coming talent.
Sponsoring at the Will 2 Win Conference positions your company
as a dependable and supportive organization, building trust and
establishing a good rapport with customers and prospects.
Support personal and professional development for a diverse
group of hundreds of men and women, from new professionals to
entrepreneurs to senior corporate leaders.
Demonstrate your company’s expertise and authority while
effectively promoting your company’s brand throughout
conference materials and onsite promotions.
By participating as a Conference sponsor, you are demonstrating
your corporate support for diversity and inclusion initiatives to your
employees and the community.
W2W is devoted to ensuring a solid ratio of attendees for our
confirmed partners. By limiting the number of sponsors to our
programs, the integrity of their campaigns is assured.

PACKAGES

CONTACT US
Feel free to contact us as we are happy to
answer any and all questions or concerns.
Email: info@will2winconference.com
Website: will2winconference.com

